This bibliography surveys scholarship published from 1985 to 2016 concerning printers, publishers, printing, and publishing during the long eighteenth century, 1660–1820. It is most inclusive for the years 1990–2015, in consequence of my compiling studies from those years for Section 1—"Printing and Bibliographical Studies"—of ECCB: Eighteenth-Century Current Bibliography. This 2017 posting is its first appearance (227 pp. in typescript). This is not the main location within my BibSite bibliographies for bookbinding, papermaking and typefounding, which are placed in the bibliography on the book as a physical object, but it does include studies of individuals involved in those trades. Nor is it the main location for editing or for periodical publishing, which are treated more fully in the bibliographies on authorship and journalism. Copyright is covered in the bibliography on authorship, and censorship in that so named. Publishers’ circulating libraries are also covered in the bibliography on book culture & reading. I have not often included reprints of old bibliographies and studies, such as those co-published by Oak Knoll Press and the British Library in 2001 (e.g., E. C. Bigmore and C. W. H. Wyman’s A Bibliography of Printing). Although important to the study of bindings and publishers, I have not listed the informative catalogues of antiquarian dealers. (To speak only of those specializing in English books, this would include catalogues from Bayntun, Stuart Bennett, James Burmester, DeBurca, Christopher Edwards, Christopher Johnson, Jarndyce, Maggs Bros., John V. Price, Quaritch, Sokol, Ximenes, et al.) Some online electronic sources are included, as are dissertations and book reviews.. Occasionally, in noting reviews, I have abbreviated lengthy journal titles, such as Papers of the Bibliographical Society of American (PBSA) and Papers of the Bibliographical Society of Canada (PBSC). In imprints, I sometimes have abbreviated "British Library" as "BL.”

I’m indebted to many serial bibliographies or serials that have included bibliographical surveys, such as the open-access e-quarterly L’Almanacco Bibliografico, Dieciotto, ECCB: Eighteenth Century Current Bibliography, Eighteenth-Century Scotland, The Library (its valuable “Recent Periodicals” and “Recent Books” surveys by John L. Flood, Robert Laurie and others), Magyar Könyvszemle, Revue d’histoire littéraire de la France, SHARP News, and William Baker’s “Bibliography and Textual Criticism” for Year’s Work in English Studies, and to those journals posting “books received,” such as Eighteenth-Century Life and Eighteenth-Century Studies. When compiling the publications of the 1980s and 1990s over a decade ago, I turned to printed annuals such as the Annual Bibliography of the History of the Printed Book and Libraries (ABHB, published in The Netherlands), Bibliographie der deutschen Sprach- und Literaturwissenschaft (BDSL, Frankfurt), Horst Meyer’s Bibliographie der Buch- und Bibliotheksgeschichte (1980-1999), Bibliographie der Französischen Literaturwissenschaft, and Bibliography of British and Irish History (Royal Historical Society). But in the past decade I have relied heavily on online resources like AbeBooks, Amazon, Brill-Online, Dialnet, JSTOR, Project Muse, Taylor & Francis, and other venders of scholarly articles and articles, OCLC’s WorldCat, the two premiere on-line bibliographies: MHRA’s Annual Bibliography of English Language and Literature and the Modern Language Association’s International Bibliography, as well as the websites of scholars, journals, and presses; and the online catalogues of libraries such as Stanford University. A fuller account of my sources appears in a discussion of my BibSite bibliographies in “On Bibliographic Resources for 18th-Century Studies on BibSite and the Need for Bibliographical Control through Bibliographies” in Eighteenth-Century Intelligencer, n.s. 30, no. 1 (March 2016), 6-16 (posted in the newsletter archive of East-Central / American Society for Eighteenth-Century Studies, www.ec-asecs.org). My debts to others’ resources are more fully
stated there, even if inadequately, but I also argue the comparative utility of these bibliographies on BibSite.

I thank the Bibliographical Society of America for publishing my efforts, particularly BibSite Editor Donna A. C. Sy (Rare Book School), and I apologize to scholars for inaccuracies and for works overlooked.

James E. May (jem4@psu.edu)
4 May 2017


Acín Fanlo, José Luis, and Pablo Murillo López (eds.). *Joaquín Ibarra y Marin, impresor, 1725-
1785. Zaragoza: Ibercaja, Diputación General de Aragón, 1993. Pp. 227; illus.; 2 diskettes. [Contains José Luis Acín Fanlo and Pablo Murillo López's "El juego de lo viejo y de lo nuevo" (13-18); Inocencio Ruiz Lasala's "Joaquín Ibarra y Marín, impresor, 1725-1785" (19-164); José Luis Acín Fanlo's "Creación y recreación de un tipo" (165-80); Jamie Moll [Roqueta]'s "El retorno de dos letterías del siglo XVIII" (147-64); Jose Luis Acín Fanlo's "Creacion y re-creacion de un tipo" (165-180); Pablo Murillo López's "Joaquín Ibarra y Marín, impresor, 1725-1785" (181-98); and Francisco Seron Arbeloa's "El progreso de recuperacion de la tipografia 'Ibarra'."]


Adelman, Joseph M. “Trans-Atlantic Migration and the Printing Trade in Revolutionary America.” Early American Studies, 11, no. 3 (2013), 516-44; summary. [In a “Special Issue: Ireland, America, and Matthew Carey,” edited with an introduction by Cathy D. Matson and James N. Green (pp. 395-589).]


Albertine, Susan (ed.). A Living of Words: American Women in Print Culture. Knoxville, TN: U. of Tennessee Press, 1995. Pp. xxi + 246; bibliography. [Includes Margaret Lane Ford's "Types and Gender: Ann Franklin, Colonial Printer" (1-17; Ann was Benjamin Franklin's sister-in-law).]


Alexander, James R. “Richardson and Copyright.” Notes and Queries, n.s. 59 [257] (2012), 219-24. [Focuses on a notation appearing in editions of “General Abridgment of Cases in Equity...Chancery Court” (1769, etc.) that refers to an “Injunction...granted in the Case of Richardson, Author of Pamela, against publishing and selling Part of that Book...and a perpetual Injunction was afterwards granted, on hearing the Merits, ... by Lord Chan. Hardwicke, 6 May 1740.” Thus, two hearing are said to have occurred before the publication of Pamela itself (it was entered in the Stationers’ Company Register on 4 November 1740, two days before publication was announced.) Alexander notes that the piracy stopped cannot be John Kelly’s Pamela’s Conduct in High Life, published in 1741 (and later in a second edition), nor the serialized Pamela in High Life that Mary Kingman started publishing in October 1741. He suspect the faultily reported injunction was probably against Mary Kingman’s reprinting of Pamela itself in installments; Alexander cannot date this serial reprinting, existing in but one copy; however, it contains editorial changes in Richardson’s fourth edition published on 5 May 1741, and thus was presumably published in the summer of 1741. The scarcity of this reprinting suits the claim for legal action, but the date recorded for the injunction must be off in more than a digit if Richardson got the injunction yet Kingman completed the serial reprinting begun in May 1741 at the earliest.]
Threat or Bonanza?" Diss. University of California at Los Angeles. *DAI*, 57, no. 2 (Aug. 1996), 494A.


Amory, Hugh. "De Facto Copyright? Fielding’s Works in Partnership, 1769-1821." Eighteenth-Century Studies, 17, no. 4 (Summer 1984), 449-76. [In a special issue entitled “The Printed Word in the Eighteenth Century” and edited by Raymond Birn.]


Jennifer Monaghan; "Customers and the Marketplace for Books" by Elizabeth Carroll Reilly and David Hall; "Learned Cultures in the Eighteenth Century" by Hall; and "Literary Culture in the Eighteenth Century" by David Shields. Rev. in rev. essay ("The Study and Story of Books in Early America") by Matthew P. Brown in Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America, 98 (2004), 522-30.


Arbour, Keith. "James Franklin [1697-1735], Apprentice, Artisan, Dissident, and Teacher." Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America, 94 (2000), 348-73; appendix; illustrations. [Besides treating Benjamin Franklin's brother, the Boston printer and woodcut carver, Arbour examines woodcuts likely to the work of John Foster; the appendix is on "John Foster's and James Franklin's Methods of Signing Their Work." ]


east with those of Italian regions, includes discussions of works by Sarpi and Goldoni. Rev. (favorably) by Roberta Rognoni in L’almanacco bibliograico, no. 6 (June 2008), 22-23."

Bachleitner, Norbert. ""Spekulanten auf die menschlichen Kloaken-Instinkte' oder 'Pioniere der Cultur'? Der Wiener Kolportagebuchhandel um die Jahrhundertwende." Leipziger Jahrbuch zur Buchgeschichte, 9 (1999), 181-203. [A study focused on the 19th century."


family.]

Baggerman, Arianne. *Publishing Policies and Family Strategies: The Fortunes of a Dutch Publishing House in the 18th and Early 19th Centuries.* (Library of the Written Word, 32.) Leiden: Brill, 2013. Pp. 551; 2 appendices. [A translation of Een lot uit de loterij: Het wel en wee vaneen uitgeversfamilie in de achttien eeuw (The Hague: SdU, 2001; 451 pp.). This study, drawing on family archives and the unfinished autobiography of Pieter Blussé, examines the development of the Dutch publishing firm Blussé in connection with the Blussé family during 1745-1830. It offers insights into the book trade, copyright, competition and cooperation between booksellers, book prices and print runs, and advertising practices. The first appendix lists the number of editions of various genres published over three periods by the press (thus, school books vs. theology in 1745-1770: 1 vs. 42; and in 1807-1830: 17 vs. 18); the second appendix offers the average number of copies printed per genre for books published in 1797-1818. Regarding the family, Baggerman discusses such matters as education, marriage policies, and reading practices. Letters and documents link the firm and family. The translation has many valuable details about Dutch publishing (and family life) available to those not reading Dutch. rev. by Martyn Lyons in *The European Legacy,* 21, no. 4 (2016), 435-36.]


Bankhurst, Benjamin. “Vindicating Ireland: Historical Memory, Irish America, and Mathew Carey’s Later Histories of Ireland.” *Éire-Ireland,* 50, nos. 3-4 (2014), 199-222. [In a special section on Mathew Carey, a publisher first in Dublin and then Philadelphia: “Mathew Carey, Ireland, and the Politics of Transatlantic Debate” with an introduction by Nicholas W. Wolf and Bankhurst, who edited another group of essays on Carey in this journal during the previous year.]


l'histoire du livre" (7-18); Dominique Varry's "Le compagnon et l'atelier artisanal: L'exemple de Lyon" (93-118); Dominique Bougé-Grandon's "Enseigner les livres: Le témoignage de François de Los Rios" (119-32); Sabine Juratic ("Entre tradition et innovation: Les ateliers typographiques parisiens au XVIIIe siècle" (133-54); Pierre Rétais's "Les gazettes européennes de langue française: La réception" (155-68); Eva Ring's "La Typographie Royale de Buda" (169-208), Carla Hesse's "Communication et réalisation politique: L'exemple de la France" (209-18); Louis André's "Une révolution de papier: Le papier et la 'seconde révolution du livre'" (219-30); Alain Nave's "De la stéréotypie" (231-46); and James Mosley's "Antiquité et industrie: Un nouveau langage typographique" (247-60).

Barbier, Frédéric, Annie Parent Charon, François Dupuigrenet Desrousilles, Claude Jolly, and Dominique Varry (eds.). Le Livre et l'historien: Études offertes en l'honneur du Professeur Henri-Jean Martin. (Histoire et civilisation du livre, VI: 24.) Geneva: Droz, 1997. Pp. xvii + 817 + [7]; index. [Many of the 22 essays in the second section, on "l'Ancien régime typographique," concerns the physical book and the history of publishing, including François Lesure's "L'Édition musicale en France au XVIIIe siècle: Etat des questions" (229-34); Isabelle de Conihout's "Les Reliures de Marin Cureau de la Chambre et l'atelier 'Ricole'" (235-58); Jeanne Veyrin-Forrer's "D'un exemplaire à l'autre: Histoire de l'imprimerie et de la librairie par Jean de La Caille" (261-84); Guy Parguez's "Quelques exemples de faux cahiers"; Jacques Rychner and Anne Sauvy's "Espaces de l'atelier d'imprimerie au XVIIIe siècle" (291-318); Louis Desgraves's "Les Catalogues des libraires bordelais au XVIIIe siècle" (319-26); Loukia Droulias's "L'Imprimerie grecque: Naissance et retards" (translated by E. Karagiannis, 327-41); Françoise Bléchet's "Le Quotidien et l'insolite à la Bibliothèque du Roi au temps de l'Abbé Bignon [1662-1743]" (359-70); Françoise Waquet's "La Communication des livres dans les bibliothèques d'Ancien Régime" (371-80); Gérald Chaix's "Presses coloniales et publications jésuites (mi. XVIe-mi XVIIe siècle)" (415-20); Bruno Neveu's "Imprimeurs et libraires au confessionnal (1)" (439-49); Anne Sauvy's "Les Imprimeurs-libraires au confessionnal (2)" (451-63); Also relevant here are some essay in the third part, "La seconde révolution du livre et le temps de l'industrialisation," such as, within the subheading "Théories et pratiques de la librairie," Jean-Dominique Mellot's "Entre 'librairie française' et marché du livre au XVIIIe siècle: Repères pour un paysage éditorial" (493-518); Robert Darnton's "Stratégies financières d'une maison d'édition au XVIIIe siècle" (519-26); Frédéric Barbier's "Libraires et négoci; La Crise de la librairie et la révolution politique de 1830: Quelques documents inédits" (527-36); or, within the subheading "Les hommes du livre: Libraires et auteurs," Elizabeth L. Eisenstein's "The Libraire-philosophe: Four Sketches for a Group Portrait" (539-50); Nicole Masson's "La condition de l'auteur en France en XVIIe siècle: Le cas Voltaire" (551-56); Hans-Erich Bödecker's "The Invisible Commerce of Hearts and Minds: Authors, the Literary Market, and the Public in Eighteenth-Century Germany" (583-612); and Hans-Jürgen Lüsebrink and Rolf Reichardt's "L'univers livresque d'un philosophe allemand: Libraires, livres et lectures de George Forster" (613-46); or, within the third subheading, "Catégories politiques et mutations économiques," Albert Labarre's "Imprimerie et commerce du livre à Lille avant la Révolution" (651-66) and Agnès Marcetet-Paul's "Lectures nantaises de la Révolution" (667-78). Rev. (fav., with a good overview of contents) by Robert L. Dawson in Libraries and Culture, 33 (1998), 212-14; (with another book) by Yann Sordet in Bulletin du bibliophile (1998), 193-95.]


Barbier, Frédéric, Sabine Juratic, and Annick Mellerio, with the assistance of Marie-Cécle

Barbier, Frédéric, Sabine Juratic, and Dominique Varry (eds). *L’Europe et le livre: Reseaux et pratiques du négoce de librairie, XVIe-XIXe siècles.* (Cahiers d'histoire du livre, 1.) Preface by Roger Chartier. Paris: Klincksieck, 1996. Pp. 655; illustrations; index. [Essays include Nicolas Barker's "The Rise of the Provincial Booktrade in England and the Growth of a National Transportation System" (137-55); Barbier's "De la République des auteurs à la République des libraires: Statut de l'auteur, fonctions, et pratiques de la librairie en Allemagne au XVIIIe siècle" (415-49); Hans Erich Bödeker's "Der Buchhandel in Münster in des zweiten Hälfte des 18. Jahrhunderts" (485-526); Anne Boyer's "Crédits et faillites: Le problème des financements dans la librairie d'Ancien Régime" (357-69); Lodovica Braida's "Le commerce du livre entre Genève et l'Italie au 18ème siècle: Agents, obstacles, pratiques" (279-307); Béatrice Braud's "La diffusion des dictionnaires au siècle des Lumières: Les cabinets de lecture (1764-1789)" (209-25); Roger Chartier's "La Librairie d'Ancien Régime" (587-609); Jean-Marc Chatelain's "Famille et librairie dans la France du XVIIIème siècle" (227-45); Robert Darnton's "Stratégies financières d'une maison d'édition au XVIIIe siècle" (333-46); Laurence Fontaine's "Les colporteurs briançonnais: Forces et fragilités des réseaux de libraires et colporteurs au 18ème siècle" (191-207); Mario Infelise's "La librairie italienne (XVIIe et XVIIIe siècles)" (81-97); Sabine Juratic's "Les femmes dans la librairie parisienne au XVIIIème siècle" (247-76); Mark Lehmstedt's "Die Herausbildung des Kommissionsbuchhandels in Deutschland im 18. Jahrhundert" (451-83); Michel Marion's "Approches du prix du livre au XVIIIe siècle" (347-56); Jan Materné's "La librairie de la Contre-Réforme: Le réseau de l'officine plantinienne au XVIIème siècle" (43-60); Jean-Dominique Mellot's "Librairie et cadre corporatif en France à l'âge classique" (61-77); Renato Pasta's "Hommes du livre et diffusion du livre français à Florence au XVIIIème siècle" (99-135); Anne Sauvy's "Les souscriptions à la Bibliothèque universelle des romans (1776-1780)" (371-82); Dominique Varry's "La diffusion sous le manteau: La Société Typographique de Neuchâtel et les Lyonnais" (309-32); Michel Vernus's "La diffusion du livre en Franche-Comté sous l'Ancien Régime (XVIIIe siècle)" (173-90).]


Barbierato, Federico. "La bottega del cappellaio: Libri proibiti, libertinismo e suggestioni massoniche nel '700 veneto." *Studi Veneziani*, 44 (2002), 327-60; with an appended
inventory of bookseller Bortolo Zorzi's library.


Barfoot, C.C. “In the Churchyard and under the Full Moon: The Radical Publisher and His Clients and Guests.” *DQR Studies in Literature* [Amsterdam], 49 (2010), 105-31; summary. [On publisher Joseph Johnson.]


Barnard, John, D. F. McKenzie, and Maureen Bell (eds.). The Cambridge History of the Book in Britain. Vol. 4: 1557-1695. Project editors, David McKitterick, D. F. McKenzie, and Ian Williston. Cambridge: Cambridge U. Press, 2002. Pp. xxvii + 891 + [32] plates; illus.; indices; statistical appendices. [After John Bernard's Introduction (1-26), the book is divided into sections on Religion and Politics; Oral and Scribal Culture; Literature of the Learned, Literary Canons; Vernacular Traditions; The Business of Print and the Space of Reading; Beyond London: Production, Distribution, Reception; Disruption and Restructuring: The Late Seventeenth-Century Book Trade]; and "Statistical Appendices." Most of the 38 chapters by diverse experts falling into these divisions relate to the Restoration period: Ian Green and Kate Peters on "Religious Publishing in England 1640-1695" (67-93), [then switching to the section "Oral Cultures and Scribal Culture":] Harold Love on "Oral and Scribal Texts in Early Modern England" (97-121) Mary Chan on "Music Books" (127-37); [switching to "Literature of the Learned":] Julian Roberts on "The Latin Trade" (141-73), Graham Parry on "Patronage and Printing of Learned Works for the Author" (174-88), David McKitterick on "University Printing at Oxford and Cambridge" (189-205), Nicolas Barker on scholarly editing and historical scholarship (206-227), Laurence Words on "Maps and Atlases" (228-45), Michael G. Brennan on "Literature of Travel" (246-73), Adrian Johns on scientific books (274-303), M. Greengrass's "Samuel Hartlib and the Commonwealth of Learning" (304-22), Elisabeth Leedham-Green and David McKitterick on "Ownership: Private and Public Libraries" (323-38), James P. Carley on "Monastic Collections and their Dispersal" (339-47); [switching to "Literary Canons":] John Pitcher on "Literature, the Playhouse, and the Public" (351-75), Joad Raymond on Milton (376-87), Paul Hammond on "The Restoration Poetic and Dramatic Canon" (388-409), Nigel Smith on "Non-Conformist Voices and Books" (410-30), Maureen Bell on "Women Writing and Women Written" (431-52); [switching to the section "Vernacular Tradition"] B. J. McMullin on "The Bible Trade" (455-73), J. H. Baker on legal literature (474-503), R. C. Simmons on "ABCs, Almanacs, Ballads, Chapbooks, Popular Piety and Textbooks" (504-13), Lynette Hunter on "Books for Daily Life: Household, Husbandry, Behaviour" (514-32), Carolyn Nelson and Matthew Seccombe on "The Creation of the Periodical Press 1620-1695" (533-50); [switching to "The Business of Print and the Space of Reading":] D. F. McKenzie on "Printing and Publishing 1557-1700: Constraints on the London Book Trades" (553-67), James Raven on the latter's "Economic Context" (568-82), John Bidwell on "French Paper in English Books" (583-601), Nicolas Barker on "The Old English Letter Foundries" (602-19), Mirjam Foot on "Bookbinding" (620-31), Maureen Bell’s introduction to a group of five articles: "Mise-en-page, Illustration, and Expressive Form" (632-35), and then five articles on the typography of editions or types of editions (in fact, not a unified exemplification as presumably intended): Randall Anderson’s “The Rhetoric of Paratext in Early Printed Books" (636-44; illustrations), Peter Campbell’s “The Typography of Hobbes’s Leviathan" (645-47), Nicolas Barker’s “The Polyglot Bible" (648-51), Harold Love’s “The Look of News: Popish Plot Narratives 1678-80" (652-56), and T. A. Birrell on "Sir Roger L'Estrange: The Journalism of Orality" (657-62); [switching to "Beyond London: Production, Distribution, Reception"] John Barnard and Maureen Bell on "The English Provinces" [provincial booktrade] (665-86), Jonquil Bevan’s “Scotland" (687-700), Robert Welch on the book in Ireland “to the battle of the Boyne” (701-18), Philip Henry Jones on "Wales" (719-34), P. G. Hoftijzer on “British Books Abroad: The Continent" (735-43), Hugh Amory on "British Books Abroad: The American Colonies" (744-52); [switching to the final section, “Disruption and


Barrio Moya, José Luis. "La librería de don Diego Gil Becerra, abogado de los Reales Consejos (1712)." Anuario jurídico y económico escurialense, Época II, 29 (1996), 1127-48.


Begheyn, Paul, S.J. Jesuit Books in the Dutch Republic and its Generality Lands, 1567-1773. (Library of the Written Word, 35.) Leiden: Brill, 2014. Pp. 454; illus.; index; tables. [The tables include much bibliographical information: editions for which no copy was found; Jesuit publications by Blaeu in foreign imprints; Jesuit publications by Catholic printers with foreign imprints in Chronological order according to foreign printing towns; Jesuit publications by Catholic printers according to Dutch printing towns; Fake printing towns and publishers in chronological order.]


Bell, Bill, Philip Bennet, and Jonquil Bevan (eds.). Across Boundaries: The Book in Culture and Commerce. New Castle, DE: Oak Knoll Press; Winchester: St. Paul's Bibliographies, 2000. Pp. ix + 160; diagrams; illus.; index; tables. [Nine essays originally presented at a 1996 conference in Edinburgh; those relevant to our period are Bell's "Crusoe's Books: The Scottish Emigrant Reader in the Nineteenth Century" (116-129); Fiona Black's "Beyond Boundaries: Books in the Canadian Northwest" (91-115; tables and figures); compare her "Books by Express Canoe in the Canadian Northwest, 1750-1820" in Bibliothec, 21 (1996), 12-33]; Roger Chartier's methodological discussion "Orality Lost:

Bell, Maureen. "Elizabeth Calvert and the 'Confederates.'" Publishing History, no. 31 (1992), 5-49. [On the success in the early 1660s of Calvert and other printers and publishers to violate the Licensing Act with illegal publications despite the efforts of Roger L'Estrange, Surveyor of the Press.]


Bell, Maureen. "Mary Westwood, Quaker Publisher." Publishing History, no. 23 (1988), 5-66; chronology of works published by Westwood in 1659-1663; map. [On publications in 1659-1663.]


Bellettini, Pierangelo. "Stampare in provincia: Le tipografie romagnole nel XVII secolo." La

bibliofilia, 95, no. 3 (1993), 271-301; illus.
Beltramo, Alberto, and Maria Gioia Tavoni. I misteri del libro nella Bologna del Settecento. (Bibliografia e storie del libro e della stampa, documenta, II.) Sala Bolognese [Bologna]: Arnaldo Forni, 2013. Pp. 300; 14 illustrations (some in color); index. [Rev. by Anna Giulia Cavagna in Nuovi annali della scuola speciale per archivisti e bibliotecari, 28 (2014), 268-71.]
illustrations; index. [Contributions relevant to our period are Toby Barnard's "Children and Books in Eighteenth-Century Ireland" (213-38); Andrew Carpenter's "Two Early Printed Verse Squibs from Cork" (163-74); A. C. Elias, Jr.'s "Reissues in the Dublin Book Trade: The Case of George Grierson and William Williamson" (43-100); Raymond Gillespie's "Irish Cathedral Libraries before 1700" (175-92); Máire Kennedy's "At the exchange: The 18C Book Trade in Cork" (139-62); W. J. McCormack's "Reflections on Writing and Editing, with Reference to National Archives (UK), CO 904/1-3 & HO 161/1-5"; W. N. Osborough's "Tribulations of a King's Printer: George Grierson II in Court" (27-42); J.-P. Pitton's "Aspects of the History of the Saumur Protestant Book Trade (1601-1684)" (193-212); Hermann J. Real's "Swift's Non-Reading" (123-38); James Woolley's "Poor John Harding and Mad Tom: 'Harding's Resurrection' (1724)" (101-22). The volume concludes with a bibliography of Pollard's writings, an index, and a list of illus. Rev. by Frank Felsenstein in Long Room, nos. 50-51 (2005-2006), 69-73; by David McKitterick in Library, 7th series, 7 (2006), 210-11.]


Berger, Sidney E. "Innovation and Diversity Among the Green Family of Printers." Printing History, 12, no. 1 [no. 23] (1990), 2-20; illus. [17C-19C.]


Berkvens-Stevelinck, Christiane, Hans Bots, and Jens Haeseler. Les Grands Intermédiaires.


Bernard, Stephen. "‘A faithful register of facts’: Giles Jacob and An Historical Account of the Lives and Writings of Our Most Considerable English Poets.” Notes and Queries, 60


Bernard, Stephen. “Jonathan Swift and A Key, Being Observations and Explanatory Notes, upon the Travels of Lemuel Gulliver, with a New Edition of A Key.” Swift Studies, 27 (2012), 87-119. [An edition with introduction and apparatus, employing the collective reissue of the four keys to the four parts of Gulliver’s Travels published between 10 November and mid December 1726; the reissue bears the new cancel title-page Lemuel Gulliver’s Travel into Several Remote Nations of the World. Compendiously Methodized, for Public Benefit (London: Printed in the Year MDCCXXVI), and it has a previously unpublished dedicatory poem. Bernard thinks Edmund Curll probably the author (it purports to be by “Signor Corolini,” a Venetian; certainly the key puffs Curll’s publications, draws upon those publications, and reflects his attitudes. The work was published by Curll’s son Henry Curll, who then ran the Curll bookshop, his father having been arrested. Bernard offers a good analysis of the key’s role in the reception of Gulliver’s Travels and annotates his edition in great detail.]


Berry, Helen. Gender, Society and Print Culture in Late-Stuart England: The Cultural World of the Athenian Mercury. (Women and Gender in the Early Modern World.) Aldershot:


Bertero, Giancarla (ed.), and Maria Grazia Castiglione (comp.). La Collezione bodoniana della Biblioteca Civica di Saluzzo. Forewords by G. Leo and R. Reali; Introduction by Maria Letizia Sebatiani. Turin: Gianfranco Altieri, in association with the Regione Piemonte Assessorato alla Cultura, Saluzzo, 1995. Pp. 218; Castiglione's catalogue; illus.; name index. [A bibliographical catalogue of Bodoni's presswork (113-204) and of related manuscripts (205-08). The preliminary essays include: Angelo Ciavarella's "Il geniale magistero artistico" (14-17); Leonardo Farinelli's "Tre piemontesi a Parma" (18-25); Giorgio Montecchi's "Le fonti e il magistero tipografico di Giambattista Bodoni" (26-35); Daniela Moschin's "Gli indiavolati caratteri" (36-59); Silvana Gorleri's "Legature bodoniane e alla bodoniana" (60-63); Giuseppe Marchetti's "Bodoni editore di poeti" (64-71); Anna Mavilla's "Bodoni e la produzione editoriale illustrata" (72-87); Emma Cabiati's "I cataloghi a stampa dei librai torinesi nel Settecento" (88-101); Luigi Cesare Maletto's "L'eredità bodoniana" (102-06); and Giancarla Bertero's "La collezione bodoniana della Biblioteca civica di Saluzzo" (107-12).]


Beyer, Jürgen. “Undeutsche Bibeln für Deutsche? Zur Benutzung der ersten lettischen,
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